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Somewhere in France
June 6 1918
Dear Friend Guy:
It is about the same old
story with me but I am on the gain
but slow but that is better than going
the other way I have got so that I can
walk a little but that is but a little
before I am all in it was eight weeks
to a day that I did not take a step
at all and when I did try and walk
I could not with out help for I did
not have any strengh [sic] at all
I hope you are getting as good weather
as we are over her [sic] to do your farming in it is cool her [sic] in the morning
but it warms up though the day
but I cannot take any good of it
now for I cannot get out of doors
and probley when I do it will
rain every day for all winter and
up to the time that I came to the
hospital it rained every other
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at last and most all the time we
were up in the trenches it bad weather but the boys that is in the trenches
are getting good weather
you had out to see some of the teams
that they have over her they will take
a pair of cattle and a pair of horse
and but one horse and one ox together
and looks funny to see them that
way for any one would think that
they would put the pair of oxen
together and the horse but they
dont and when they hitch ontow
a wagon they put one right a head
of the other they think that they farther
they get ther team from the load the
better they like it I have seen one
pair of oxen and a pair of horse and
they would have them all one ahead
of the other they would have one ox
and then a horse and I have seen
eaven four horse all one ahead of
the other and they would not hall
as much as we do back in the
States with one pair and they

have got good roads to an and
everge[?] and it is not so hilly as
we have it back home of corse they
have got a lot of hill but they go
around them and follow the
valleys for they have not got the
streams that we have got.
They cane have the hoal of france for
all of me I had rether have a pece of
land back in the State if it was
only a rod square than to have
the hull of France for me and the
way they farm it would make one of
you farmers go crazy to do the way
they do and the way they live is that
they live in born or they keep their
cows and the rest of stock in the
house it does not make any diffrence
which way for they live in one end
and the cows are in the other end
and the floor that they drive in is
in the midle of the barn or house
as you may call it and they
keep their hens upstairs or down
suller I don’t know but some

some of them keep them in the house
and they pile all their dressing
right out inthe frunt yard and
in same place in all most in the
frunt door of the house they keep
their backyard cleaner than they
do ther frunt yard it is no wonder
that the french has so many deases
as they do
I would like to be back home and
helping on this spring but I am a good
ways from it and if I was back in
candishian as I am now I would not
be of any good if I ever do get back
home again I shall be contented to
do most anything
From Glenn H. Holt
Co. C 103 U.S. Inf
A.E.F.

